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FOREWORD 
The work descr ibed h e r e  was done at the Atomics International 
Division of Rockwell International Corporation, under the direct ion 
of the Space Nuclear Systems Division, a joint AEC-NASA office. 
P ro jec t  management was provided by NASA-Lewis Research  Center  
and the AEC-SNAP Pro jec t  Office. 
D I STR I BUT ION 
This r epor t  has  been distributed according to  the category 
"Systems for Nuclear Auxiliary Power (SNAP) Reactor - SNAP 
Program,"  a s  given in  the Standard Distribution for  Classified 
Scientific and Technical Reports ,  M-3679, and according to  the 
NASA Supplementary Report  Distribution L i s t  at the end of this 
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A digital computer code was developed to simulate the t ime-  
dependent behavior of the 5 -kwe Reactor Thermoelectr ic  System. 
The code was used to determine lifetime sensitivity coefficients 
for  a number of sys t em design parameters ,  such a s  thermoelec- 
t r i c  module efficiency and degradation rate,  radiator absorptivity 
and emissivity, fuel element b a r r i e r  defect constant, beginning- 
of-life reactivity, etc. A probability distribution (mean and 
standard deviation) was estimated for  each of these design pa ram-  
e te rs .  Then, e r r o r  analysis was used to obtain a probability 
distribution for  the sys tem lifetime (mean  = 7.7  years ,  s tandard 
deviation = 1.1 years ) .  
will achieve the design goal of 5 years  lifetime is 0.993. 
value represents  an est imate  of the degradation reliability of the 
system. 







The objectives of the studies described h e r e  were  threefold: 
1) Develop a model to predict  the performance of the 5-kwe Reactor 
Thermoelectr ic  ( T E )  System over  its operating lifetime, f r o m  the 
start of full power operation until, through component degradation, the 
sys t em is no longer capable of producing the required power level of 
5 kwe. 
a s  it is nominally expected to pe r fo rm in the flight environment. 
2)  U s e  the sys t em model to determine lifetime sensit ivity coefficients 
[(aL/L)/(aX/X)J for  each of the key des ignparameters  affecting sys tem 
performance. These coefficients allow the various component p e r -  
formance pa rame te r s  to  be ranked in the o rde r  of their  influence on 
sys t em lifetime, and thus provide a basis  for allocating design margins  
and for  allocating development effort toward those i tems  which a r e  
most  c r i t i ca l  to mission success.  
Use the model to  determine the lifetime behavior of the sys t em 
3 )  Determine a numerical  es t imate  of the degradation reliability of the 
system. A probability distribution is estimated for  each parameter  
for  which a l ifetime sensit ivity coefficient has  been determined. Using 
the law of propagation of e r r o r s ,  the mean sys tem lifetime is de te r -  
mined, a s  well a s  the standard deviation in sys tem lifetime. 
these data, the probability that the sys tem will fail in the degradation 
mode (i. e . ,  will not, due to component degradation, achieve its design 
l ifetime of 5 yea r s )  is calculated. 
is the sys t em reliability, considering only the degradation modes of 
failure. The overal l  sys t em reliability, of course,  mus t  include the 
catastrophic fa i lure  modes a s  well. 
in  this report .  
F r o m  
One minus this fa i lure  probability 
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Figure 1. System Schematic, Showing BOL Conditions 
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I I .  DESCRIPTION OF MODEL 
A. SUMMARY DESCRIPTION O F  SYSTEM AND MODEL 
The 5-kwe Reactor Thermoelectr ic  System is designed to  provide e lec t r ic  
Thermal  power is generated by the power in a space environment for  5 years .  
reactor ,  and t r ans fe r r ed  to the p r i m a r y  loop NaK coolant. Thermoelectr ic  
modules convert this thermal  power to  e lectr ical  power. The electr ical  power 
is used to dr ive the electromagnetic (EM) NaK pumps for  both the p r i m a r y  and 
secondary loops, and to  provide 5 kwe a t  the spacecraf t  mating interface. The 
secondary NaK loop and the radiator provide heat rejection capability for  the 
system. A schematic of the sys t em is shown in F igure  1. 
The sys tem model was developed f rom the digital computer models used to 
analyze each sys tem component, and is subdivided into a power conversion sys -  
t e m  (PCS) model and a reac tor  model. 
i l lustrated in Figure 2. During nominal operation, the tempera tures  throughout 
the sys tem increase,  to compensate for degradation (par t icular ly  of the thermo- 
electr ic  modules),  and thus produce a constant 5 kwe of power. The end of sys-  
t e m  l i te  occurs  when 5 kwe canma longer be produced. 
this may  happen in one of two ways. 
zero,  o r  module degradation becomes so la rge  that the required power cannot be 
produced, no mat te r  how high the sys tem tempera tures  a r e  elevated. 
The overall  model is schematically 
In the pyssent  model, 
Either the reactivity of the reactor  becomes 
B. POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM MODEL 
The PCS model used in this study, called SYSTEM, is described in detail i n  
Reference 1. The components modeled are:  ( 1 )  the T E  power modules, ( 2 )  the 
TE  pump modules, ( 3 )  the radiator,  (4) the p r i m a r y  and secondary NaK pumps, 
and ( 5 )  the p r imary  and secondary loop piping. 
whereas  a l l  other components a r e  single node. 
dependent power and pump TE module degradation of both efficiency and power 
pe r  module. 
The radiator model is multinode, 
The model uti l izes temperature-  
The SYSTEM code s t a r t s  by performing a sys t em heat  balance to determine 
beginning-of-life (BOL) tempera tures  around both p r i m a r y  and secondary loops. 
Also determined a r e  the p r i m a r y  and secondary flow rates ,  and the reac tor  
thermal  power required. Then, a t ime s tep is taken, t ime-  and tempera ture-  
AI-AEC-13098 
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dependent degradation is computed, and another heat  balance is performed. 
This procedure is repeated until a given t ime has  elapsed, o r  until the sys tem 
can no longer produce the required power of 5 kwe. 
h i s tory  of sys t em temperatures ,  reac tor  power, and coolant flow rates  is ob- 
tained. This pa r t  of the model assumes  that the reac tor  can supply any thermal  
power level required,  at  any reac tor  outlet t empera ture  required by the system. 
The "system" end of life (EOL) occurs  when the module degradation is s o  la rge  
that no value of reac tor  power o r  outlet t empera ture  will  resu l t  in 5 kwe output. 
Figure 3 shows, for t h e  nominal system, reactor  outlet t empera ture  and reactor  
AT a s  a function of time. 
8.8 years .  
Thus, a time-dependent 
The sys tem EOL, shown a s  a dashed line, occurs  at  
C. REACTOR MODEL 
The reactor  model used in these studies is based on the paramet r ic  reactor  
analysis code ZIP.'') It models the hot fuel element and the average fuel ele- 
ment in the reactor  in 11 axial nodes, and determines time-dependent fuel t em-  
pera tures ,  fuel swelling, and hydrogen leakage f rom the fuel. These a r e  based 
on the time-dependent reactor  power and inlet and outlet temperatures  calculated 
previously by the SYSTEM subroutine. The reac tor  model then does a reactivity 
l ifetime calculation, in  which all reactivity losses  (due to such factors a s  hydro- 
gen leakage, f ission product buildup, uranium burnout, xenon-135, etc.) a r e  sub- 
t racted f rom the initial BOL excess  reactivity. 
EOL is determined. F o r  the nominal case,  the reactivity EOL occurs  a t  7 .7years  
( s e e  Figure 3 ) .  
In this manner,  the reactivity 
As will be shown later ,  ei ther type of EOL may occur f i rs t .  
A source  p rogram listing of the reactor  subroutine and the control p rog ram 
is given in the appendix. 
ence 1. 
A listing of the SYSTEM subroutine is given in Refer- 
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1 1 1 .  ANALYSES PERFORMED 
A. LIFETIME BEHAVIOR O F  NOMINAL SYSTEM 
The overa l l  sys t em model  was first used to de te rmine  the behavior of the 
base -case  reac tor  T E  s y s t e m  when operated at 5 kwe. 
p a r a m e t e r s  f o r  this c a s e  a r e  given in  Table 1. 
available to provide a l ifetime of 7.7 yea r s ,  2.7 yea r s  above the required 5. At 
th i s  point, reactivity is zero,  and the r eac to r  outlet t empera ture  is 1248°F. 
Some of the key s y s t e m  
Note that  sufficient marg in  is 
TABLE 1 
BASE- CASE CHARAC TERZSTICS 
-~ - 
! Value at P a r a m e t e r  __ ___ 
Reactor  
Outlet Tempera tu re  ( '  F) 
AT (OF) 
Power (kwt) 
Thermoelec t r ic  Module 
Hot Cladding Tempera tu re  ( O F )  
Cold Cladding Tempera tu re  ( O F )  
Power Module Degradation 
Power Module Efficiency (70) 
Hot Reactivity ($ )  
Hydrogen Loss ( $ )  




























The f i r s t  pa rame t r i c  study undertaken was to investigate the l ifetime be- 
havior of the nominal s y s t e m  when operated a t  power levels other  than the r e -  
quired 5.0 kwe. 
shows time-dependent reac tor  outlet t empera tu re  for  power levels between 
4.8 and 5.3 kwe. 
s e t  of points at which reactivity is zero.  
F igu re  5, which is a c r o s s  plot of the data of F igure  4. 
The resu l t s  of this study a r e  i l lustrated in F igure  4, which 
Also shown in this  f igure is a dashed line, represent ing the 
The same information is shown i n  
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below 5.15 kwe, reactivity EOL is the limiting parameter .  
sys t em EOL is limiting. 
Above 5.15 kwe, 
F r o m  this study it was determined that: 
1)  System lifetime is sensit ive to e lectr ic  power demand a t  a ra te  of 
1.3 years/O.l kwe 
2 )  The nominal l ifetime margin  of 2.7 yea r s  would be used up, i f  the 
sys t em were  operated a t  a power of 5.19 kwe. 
B. DETERMINATION O F  LIFETIME SENSITIVITY COEFFICIENTS 
A number of key design var iables  were  selected for sensitivity coefficient 
determination, and the sys t em model was run to obtain each coefficient. 
many cases ,  two off-nominal values were  run for  a given variable, where it was 
suspected that the lifetime-vs-variable curve was nonlinear. In these cases ,  one 
off-nominal point was selected on each side of the nominal point. 
In 
The resul ts  of the l ifetime sensitivity coefficient study a r e  shownin Tables 2 
through 5, and in Figure 5. 
Table 2 lists the var iables  associated with the thermoelectr ic  power and 
pump modules that were  selected for coefficient determination. 
e lectr ical  power produced by a module for a given hot cladding and cold cladding 
temperature ,  the module efficiency for  a given hot and cold cladding temperature ,  
and the module degradation ra te  p e r  year  at  an average tempera ture  of 1085°F. 
Note that the power module pa rame te r s  a r e  much m o r e  cr i t ical  than the pump 
module parameters .  F o r  example, reducing the power module efficiency cy  770 
(while holding al l  other pa rame te r s  a t  their  nominal values) resul ts  in reducing 
the nominal 7.7-year lifetime to the required 5.0-year value. 
These a r e  the 
Figure 6 shows the strong influence of power module degradation r a t e  on 
reac tor  outlet temperature .  Virtually all  of the PCS performance degradation 
over lifetime resul ts  f r o m  power module degradation ( T E  module degradation, 
in  the model used here ,  applies both to power p e r  module and module efficiency). 
Table 3 lists the key radiator  pa rame te r s  and their  sensitivity coefficients. 
Also given is the value of each pa rame te r  which would resul t  in a 5.0-year life- 
t ime  (while holding a l l  other  pa rame te r s  a t  their  nominal values. F r o m  this 
table, it may  be seen  that the emissivity of the radiator surface is a cr i t ical  
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Sensitivity 
Coefficient Bas e Value Variable 
C(aL/L) /(ax/X)1 








P r i m a r y  Pump Throat 
Magnet Field Strength (G) 
0.0015 
Secondary Pump Throat 
Magnet Field Strength (G) 
-0.16 
Electr ical  Resis tance of 
Pump Bus and Braze  
Joint (Normalized) 
P r i m a r y  Loop Hydraulic 
Resis tance 















B a r r i e r  Defect Constant, 
AD (Frac t iona l  area of 
defects) 
Fuel - Cladding Gap at 
BOL (mils) 
Hot BOL Reactivity ($ )  
Reactivity Loss Rate, 
Excluding Hydrogen Loss  







































Figure 6. Reactor Outlet Tempera ture  vs Time, With Power 
Module Degradation Rate ( % / y e a r  at  1085" F) a s  Pa rame te r  
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Figure  7. Probabili ty Tree for Pump 
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Table 4 l i s t s  the p a r a m e t e r s  selected for  sensit ivity coefficient analysis  in 
the pump electromagnetics and loop hydraulics a reas .  
all these  var iables  a r e  small, no column was entered showing the value result ing 
i n  a 5-year  life. 
Since the coefficients for  
Table 5 lists the key reac tor  var iables  selected for  coefficient determination. 
From this table, it may be  seen  that  the BOL fuel-cladding gap has  a weak in- 
fluence on lifetime, but that  BOL reactivity and the nuclear  reactivity loss  r a t e  
a r e  important.  
and f iss ion product buildup. 
- 
Here, the nuclear  reactivity lo s s  r a t e  includes uran ium burnout 
C. DEGRADATION RELIABILITY O F  SYSTEM 
In general ,  reliabil i ty prediction i s  accomplished by: ( 1 )  construction of a n  
analytical model to r ep resen t  the system, ( 2 )  determination of the necessa ry  
physical constants, fa i lure  ra tes ,  and probability distributions required for  in -  
put to the model, and ( 3 )  performing a calculation with the model to find the 
probabili ty that  the sys t em will not fail  p r i o r  to achieving i t s  design objective 
( i n  this case,  producing 5 kwe for  5 years ) .  
by definition, the predicted reliabil i ty of the system. 
This overal l  success  probability is, 
The s tandard approach to the problem of reliabil i ty prediction is the u s e  of 
a probabili ty t r e e  to cha rac t e r i ze  all fa i lure  mechanisms for  each individual 
component of the system. 
grated into an overal l  sys t em t r ee ,  to obtain a sys t em reliabil i ty prediction. 
quantitative success  probabili ty es t imate  i s  obtained for each block at the base  
level of the t ree ,  and these  probabili t ies a r e  combined appropriately,  through 
and-gates and or -ga tes ,  to de te rmine  the success  probability a t  each higher 
level. 
u r e  7. 
fa i lure  mechanisms whereby the sys t em fails suddenly. 
The sepa ra t e  t r e e s  for  each component a r e  then inte- 
A 
An i l lustrat ive example of a probability t r e e  for the pump i s  shown i n  Fig-  
The probability t r e e  is a n  adequate model to  represent  the catastrophic  
For degradation modes of s y s t e m  failure,  i n  which the loss  of per formance  
is gradual, and may  o r  may not cause  failure,  the probabili ty t r e e  is not suffi- 
cient. 
tion; for  example, degradation of the radiator  emissivi ty  coating resu l t s  in  i n -  
c r e a s e d  sys t em tempera tures ,  which then resu l t s  in  increased  degradation of 
power module efficiency. 
This is par t icu lar ly  t r u e  for  interact ive modes of per formance  degrada- 
To proper ly  account for  degradational fa i lure  modes,  
AI- AEC - 1 3 09 8 
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TABLE 6 




B a r r i e r  Defect Constant, AD 
Fuel-Cladding Gap at BOL (mils) 
Hot Reactivity at BOL ($)  
Reactivity Loss  Rate  - Nuclear ($ /yea r )  
Radiator Emissivi ty  
Emissivity Degradation Rate  ( f rac t ion /year )  
Solar Absorptivity 
Absorptivity Degradation Rate ( f rac t ion /year )  
Fin-Tube Bond Therma l  Resis tance ( O  F) 
Bond Degradation Rate  ( O  F / y e a r )  
Radiator Dimensional Tolerance 
Pump Magnet Field (G)  
P r i m a r y  
Secondary 
Magnet Degradation ( f rac t ion /year )  
P r i m a r y  
Secondary 
Pump Bus and Braze  Joint Electr ical  
Resistance Degradation Rate ( f rac t ion /year )  
Hydraulic Resis tance 
P r i m a r y  Loop 
Secondary Loop 
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the sys t em model descr ibed in this  repor t  is used. 
distribution is estimated for  each of the key sys tem performance pa rame te r s  
affecting sys tem lifetime. F o r  each such parameter ,  a lifetime sensitivity coef- 
ficient is calculated, using the sys t em performance model, a s  previously dis-  
cussed. 
of the probability distribution associated with the sys tem lifetime. 
mean  and standard deviation of this distribution, the probability of not achieving 
the design lifetime due to excessive degradation m a y  be determined. 
reliability is simply one minus the degradation fai lure  probability. 
Specifically, a probability 
Then, the law of propagation of e r r o r s ( 3 )  is used to obtain an est imate  
F r o m  the 
Degradation 
Table 6 lists each of the key parameters ,  gives the expected mean value of 
each, and the estimated one-standard-deviation uncertainty i n  each. The ap- 
propriate  sensitivity coefficients a r e  then used to obtain the final column of 
Table 6, the lifetime uncertainty due to the expected uncertainty in the given 
parameter .  Finally, root-sum-square combination of the lifetime uncertainties 
resul ts  in a standard deviation i n  the overall  l ifetime of 1.1 years .  
tion with the mean  lifetime est imate  of 7.7 years ,  this implies a sys tem degrada- 
tion reliability of 0.993. 
In conjunc- 
Note that the T E  module performance pa rame te r s  a r e  not included in Table 6, 
and thus do not contribute to  the degradation reliability value given. 
cation for  this omission is that the modules a r e  still under development, and the 
exact level of the i r  performance and the  uncertainty in this performance, after 
completion of t he  development program, is virtually impossible to es t imate  at  
this time. Therefore,  it was assumed that the development program will, a s  a 
minimum, achieve i ts  cur ren t  performance goals, which would resul t  in module 
performance a s  good as ,  o r  bet ter  than, that used in the syskem model. Thus, 
the sys t em degradation reliability quoted will be achieved o r  exceeded, i f  the TE 





The principal conclusion of these studies is that the cur ren t  reference 5-kwe 
Reactor Thermoelectr ic  System is estimated to  have a mean lifetime of.7.7 f 1.1 
years ,  which implies a degradation reliabil i ty of 0.993 and therefore  a 0.770 
probability of not achieving the design l ifetime of 5 years .  
ma te  is approximate, its accuracy appears  adequate for  the cur ren t  conceptual 
design phase. Fur ther ,  the degree of overal l  design margin implied by this  
es t imate  appears to be adequate, and no design changes are  recommended at 
this time. 
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LISTING OF THE CONTROL PROGRAM AND THE REACTOR MODEL PROGRAM 
AI- AEC - 1 3 09 8 
27 

- 1 -  
1 O O S G V R J  SYSTEM 
1 1 OS OVRJ REX 
1208LJB~ JNTRP2 
I~OELJBJBNDHZR 
I40 JNTEGER NCAC 10) 
IS0 REAL EPBWER(21 1 
160 REAL TBUTLTC21 )rPREACTC21 )rC@REDTC21 ) 
170 REAL THBTCLC2S )rTC@LCL<21 1 
I80 REAL EFFPBM(21 )JDGRP~M<~I > 
1 YO REAL EFFPMMC21 )rDGRPMM<21) 
20 0 REAL TAVRADC21 > J P R A D T R ~ ~ I  IJDTRADTC~~ 1 
21 0 REAL TINLET(2l)rRHQC21) 
220& rH3L<21 )rSNAMEC30) 
23 0 REAL XDATkCSOr 10) 
24 0 REAL DUMMY(25) 
250$ J THBTCPCB 1 
260&rT ' fME(21  )rVBLTAGC21) 
27 o& J BASE C 3 5 ) 
280 CarrIMBN DUMDUM(933)r J JJGUM(4) 




" S 7 " J  " s 8 " r  **Sg**J *'s 1 0 " J  "s 1 I " J  "s 12"J **s 13"J SNAME 1 " s  1 '* J '* S2** , *' S 3 **a " S 4" J "S 5" J * *  S6" J 
3 1 08 ** s 1 4"s " s 1 5"r '* s 1 6" J '* s 1 7" J "s 1 8" J ** s 1 9 " r  "s2 0" 
320& J " S 2 l " J  " ~ ~ ~ ' * J ' * ~ ~ ~ * * J " ~ ~ ~ " ~ ' * ~ ~ ~ " J " ~ ~ 6 " J  * * S 2 7 " J r * S 2 8 " r " S 2 9 " J " S 3 0 "  
3306; / 
340 80 CBNTJNUE 
350C BEGJN SUPER-L~~PJ JOE., NEW FJLE CASE. 
36 0 PR 3 NT J T ,  "N@ CASES J CASE T D NUMBERS" J T * 
37 0 READCSO, I J N G A S E S J  CNCACJ), J = 1 J N C A S E S )  
380 DE 82 J = 1 JNCASES 
390 JG = NCACJ) 
4 O G C  TRANSFERS THE DATA FROM FILE fNT0 PRBGRAPI 
41 0 
4E 0 READ<~J)JNVARJCXDATACJ,J)J J = IJNVAR) 
CALL BPENF ( I J SNAME (JG 1 ) 
43 0 CALL CLBSEFC I ) 
440 82 CaNTJNUE 
450G G JVES NAMES T0 FJLE DATA-VARIABLES **PBMPPM*' THRBUGH "RDJMTL" 
460C ARE EXPLAJNED JN "SYSTEM" RBUTJNE- 
47 0 D0 83 M = ~JNCASES 
46 0 PQMPPM = XDkTk<lrM) 
490 PBMEFF = XDATA(2rM) 
500 PBMDGB = XDATAC3rM) 
51 0 PMMPPM f XDATAC~JM) 
52 0 PMMEFF = XDATACSJM) 
53 0 PMMDGB =z XDATA(6rM) 
540 PTFSIN f XDATA<?rM) 
55 0 PTFSDG = XDATACBrM) 
56 0 STFSJN = XDATAC~JM) 
570  STFSDG = XDATAC 1 O r M )  
580 PBUSJN = XDkTACllrM) 
59 0 PBUSDG = XDATAC12rM) 
AI-AEC - 13098 
29 
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CBNTRL CBPJTJNUED 
600 PPJPFH = XDATA(13rM) 
61 0 SPJPFH = XDATAC14rM) 
62 0 REMMJN 3 XDATA(1SrM) 
630 REMMDG XDATAC 16, M) 
6U 0 RABSJN = XDATAC17rM) 
650 RABSDG = XDATA(18rM) 
66 0 RBNDJN * XDATA< 1 9 r M )  
670 RBNDDG = XDATA(%O+H) 
680 RDJMTL = XDATA(2lrM) 
690 NSTEPS = XDATA(22rM) 
700C MAX. N0. GF TJME STEPS (EACH STEP=l/2 YEAR) 
71 0 EPBVB = XDATA(23,M) 
720C ELECTRJCAL PBWER (CBNSTANT JN TIME) 
730C "SYSTEM" WJLL GIVE P W E R  AS A TJME-DEPENDENT VARJABLE. 
740 KSYSmXDATA(3lrM) 
75 0 NW BRDSXDATAC 35 M 1 
760C KSYS=O/I--QUANTJTJES ARE TJME DEPENDENT/C0NSTANf 
770C W 0 R D  JS -2/0/1=EXECUTES SYSTEM AND SAVES OUTPUT F0R NEXT 
780C RBUTJNE YN A FJLE/EXECUTES SYSTEM/DBES NBT EXECUTE SYSTEM 
790C BUT READS TEE FJLE(FR0M PREVJBUS CASE) F 0 R  THE NEXT RBL'TJNE. 
800 Da 81 N-24~30 
81 0 NZfN-23 
62 0 DUMMYCNZ) = XDATA(NJW) 
830C EXPLAJNED AT THE BEGJNNrNG 0F **REX*' 
840 81 CQNTJNUE 
86 0 LCNTRL = 2 
850 JF<KSYSmEQ.I .OR.NVBRD.EQ.I )IJBT0 30 
87 0 CALL LJNK(4r "OSYSTE'') 
66 0 CALL SYSTEM(P0MPPMa 
890$ PBWEFFJ PBMDGBr EP0WBs 
900Q PMMPPMr PMMEFFr PMMDGBr 
910& P T F S J N I P T F S D G ~ S T F S J N I S T F S D G I P B U S J N ~ P B U S D G ~  
92 O& PP J PFHI SP J PFHr 
930& REMMJNIREMMDGIRABSJMIRABSDGI RBNDJNI RBNDDGr RDlMTLr 
9408 NSTEPSI LCNTRL, KCNTRL, 
950& EPBWERrVBLTAGaF JNTJMr 
960& T~UTLTI PREACTr CPlREDTr 
970dr THBTCL, TCPILCL, 
Y~O&THBTCPI TCBLCP, 
990& EFFPPIM, DGRPBMr EFFPMMr DGRPMMI 
1 OOO& TAVRAD, PRADTRr DTRADT) 
101 OC EXECUTES "SYSTEM" AND PRBVJDES TYNITBUTICBREDTIPBWER AS 
1020C FUNCTYONS 0F TIME. 
1030 PRJNT 99 ,  FJNTJM 
1040 99 F0RMATC"FJNTJM * "rF7.4) 
1050 PR J NTa 
1060 
1070 WRJTE(2r3333)rNSTEPS 
1090 VRYTE(2rSOO)r (TBUTLTCJ)rCBREDTCJ)rPREACT(J)r~P0VERCJ), J=lrLIFE) 
JF (NW 0RD NE -2 ) G0T0 30 
I080 LJFE=NSTEPS+I 
AI - AEC - 1 3 09 8 
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CBNTRL CPINTJNUED 
1100 WRJTEC2r60O)rFJNTfM 
11 10 600 FBRMATCFI 1.4) 
1120 500  FBRMAT(C4FII*4)) 
1130 3333 FORMAT(J6) 
I140 CALL CLPISEF(2) 
1160 30 CBNTJNUE 
1 1 5 0 C  SAVES "SYSTEM" GUTPUT F0R FUTURE USE CNWBRD=-2 HERE).  
1 1  70 JF<NWBRD*NE* I )G0T0 700 
I 180 CALL OPENF (3r"MBRDAT" 1 
1 1 9 0 C  READS THE FJLE WJTH **SYSTEM** OUTPUT FRBM S0ME PREVJOUS RUN. 
1200 READ( 3,3333 J ERR=66 ) a  NSTEPS 
READ< 3 J 5 0 0 ~  ERRz67 ) a  CT BUTLT C J ) J CGREDT ( 
READ< 3 J 6OOr ERRt65 1, F JNT JM 
121 0 LJFE=NSTEPS+I 
122 0 
1230& J = l  rLJFE) 
1240 
1250 GQi T0 68 
1270 CALL EXJT 
1290 CALL EXJT 
1310 CALL EXJT 
1320 68 CALL CLPISEF(3) 
1330 700 CPINTJNUE 
1 J PREACT c J 1, EPPIWERC 1 
1260 66 PRINT, ? 2 r  *' ERRaR JN NSTEPS READ*', t 2  
1280 67 PRJNTa T 2 r "  ERRBR JN ARRAY READ"J t 2  
1300 65 PRJNT, t2r"ERRBR JN READJNG FJNTJM**J ?2 
1340 D0 85 JTJME=lr21 
1350 85 
1370 JF<KSYS.EQ.O)G@TB 35 
1380C IF THE BPTJON T@ AVBJD "SYSTEM" HAS BEEN USEDJ J . E . ,  JF 
139OC QUANTJTJES ARE CQNSTANT JN TJMEI TBUTI C ~ ~ D T J  REAGTBR P0WER 
1400C ARE READ I N  FRBM FJLE WHJCH SHBULD PRGVJDE THEM. 
1410 DB 10 J=lrLJFE 
1420 T@UTLT< J)=XDATAC32rPl) 
1430 C@REDT<J)=XDATA<33rM) 
1440 PREACT(J)=XDATA<34r~> 
TYME < JT T ME 1 = e  5 *FLBAT (JT JME- 1 1 
1360 LJFE=l+NSTEPS 
1450 10 EPBWERC J )=EP0WB 
1460 35 CBNTJNUE 
1480 TJNLETCJ) = TOUTLT<J)-CBREDT<J) 
I490 84 CQNTJNUE 
1970 D0 84 J = IrLJFE 
1500 2300 FBRMATL " SYSTEM E 0 L JS "~F10.2) 
IS10 CALL LJNKCSJ"OREX") 
1 5 2 O C  EXECUTES THE MAJN PART vr TnE PRPIGRAM. FJNDS REACTBR 
153OC CWRACTERXSTJCS AS A FUNCTJ0N 0F TJME. 
1540 CALL R E X < T J N L E T J C ~ R E D ~ ~ P R & A ~ T , N S T E P S ~ R ~ ~ ~ T J M ~ N D J H ~ L ~  DUM Y) 
1550 ZERBtO. 
1560 PRINT 2200~ ZER0rTJMEND 
1570 2200 FBRMATC TJME (WHEN REACTJVJTY J S " r F l O * l r * *  1 = "rF10.2) 
1580 VALUE=1200 
1590 NLBC=O 
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C0NTRL CPINTJNUED 
1600 
1610 PRJNT ~IOOJVALUEJTTEMP 
1620 2100 FaRMATC " TJME (WHEN T0UTLT JS "rFlO.lr" 1 = '* I 
1 6 3 0 & F 1 0 . 2 )  
1 6 4 0  JFCKSYS.EQ*O)PRJNT 2300rFL"f 'JM 
1 6 5 0  PRJNTJ 
1 6 6 0  PRJNT 2 0 0 0 ~  
1 6 7 0  2000 FBRMAT < 2 X J  "TIME", 2xJ "KWE"J 3x1 "TOUT", 3x1 " 1 f . N " ~  2x1 '.DEL T"J 
1680& 3x1 "KWT"r 3x1 "RH0"+ 3x1 ''S HL") 
1 6 9 0  
1700& P R E A C T < L ) J R H ~ < L ) I H ~ L ( L ) J L  = I r L f F E )  
1 7 1 0  
1720 PRJNTJ 
1730 JF(KSYSoEQ.I oBR.NW@RD.&Q.I )G0TB 40 
1 7 4 0  PR1NTJtr"TJME THCL TCCL THCP TCCP PM EFF PM DEG PU EFF PO DEG" 
1750 PRJNT 2 0 0 2 ~  (TYflEC J THBTCL ( J 1 J TCBLCL c 1 ) J THWT'CP< J TC@LCP< J ) J 
176O&EFFP@MC J 1 J DGRPBM C J 11 EFFPMMC J ) J DGRPMM< J ) J J = l  I L  JFE)  
1 7 7 0  2002 F B R M A T < < F ~ . ~ + ~ ~ S J $ F ~ . ~ ) )  
1 7 8 0  PRJNTJ ?,"TIME V0LTkGE TAVRAD DTRADT P RAD" 
1790 PR JNT 
1800&I=l J L I F E )  
182061 (F4. 1 J 3 x ~ F 6  1 I ~ X J F ~  1 J 3 x ~ F 6  1 J 3 x ~ P 6  0 2 )  
1840 PRJNTI t r ' * S - F J L E  DATA" 
1 8 5 O C  PRJNTS BUT THE F J L E  THAT WAS USED. 
I860 PRINT 2 0 1  01 P~MPPMJ PPIMEFF J PBMDGE, PMMPPMJ PMMEFfr PMMDGBJ 
1 8 7 061 PTF s J N J  PTF SDG J s TF s J N J  STF SDG J PBUS 3 NJ PBUSDGI PP 1 PFH J SP 
1880&REMMJNa REMMDGJ RABS JNJ RABSEGI RBNDJNJ RENDDGJ RDJMTLJ EPBWBI 
1890L (DUMMY( J J NSTEPSJ KSYS J NWBRD 
1900 2010 FBRMATC/"PQMPPM " ~ F 8 0 3 r "  P0MEFF " r F 8 . 3 ~  
19 1 OB" PBMDGB " J  F8 3 J  ** PMMPPM " J  F 8  3 r  /"PMMEFF " J  F 8  3 j  
1920&" PMMDGB * ' J F ~ . ~ J ' *  PTFSIN " r F 8 . 1 ~ "  PTFSDG " r F 8 0 3 r /  
1930&"STFSJN " ~ F 8 e  1 J"  S T F S x  " ~ F 8 0 3 a "  PBUSJN * ' J F ~ . ~ J  
1940&" PBUSDG " J F ~ o ~ J  /"PPIPFH "~F8*5,'* SPJPFH "rF8.51 
1950&" REMMJN * ' J F ~ . ~ J "  REMMEG " # F ~ . ~ J / " R A B S J N  " J F ~ o ~ J  
1960&" RABSDG " r F 8 * 3 ~ * '  RBNDLN " r F 8 m l r "  RBNDDG " r F 8 . 3 ~ /  
TTEMP=FUNCTl ( T ~ U T L T J  TYMEJ 21 J VALUGINL~CJ 2)  
PRINT 200 1 J <TYME( L )  J EP0WERCL 1 J T0UTLT (L) J TINLET < L )  J c OREDT <L) J
200 1 F ORMAT C CF5 I J F 7 2 J 2 J 6 r  2 F 7  02 J 2F6 0 2  1 ) 
24001 CTYME( J )rVflLTAG< J ), TAVRAD< J ) J  DTRADT< J ) J PRADTR< J 1 J 
1810 2400 FBRMATC 
1830 40 CBMTJNUE 
PFH J 
J J = l  J 7 
1 9 7 O& "RD J MTL '* J F8 0 4J 
1 980&" B0LRH0 " J  F 8 3 J /"AC BEFF "J E9 0 3 J " AEXP " J F 8  0 1 # 
*' J F 8 3 J *' EPBWB "3 F 8 3 J " GAP 
1990&" KPT " J  J 8 r "  BUZ " r F 8 . 4 ~  /"AM0 " J  F 8  S J  
2000&" NSTEPS "I 18,  *' KSYS * * J J B ~ * *  NWBRD " r J 8 )  
2010 BASTJM-8024 
2020 JF(NCACM>*EQ.20)GOTB 366 
2030 GALL BlPENF ( 1 1 "BASDAT" ) 
2040 READ( 1 J 1 J BAST JM 
2050 CALL CLPISEFC 1 )  
2060C BASTJM JS THE LJFETJME 0F T H 6  BASE CASE AND JS USED F0R 
2070C THE SENSJTJVJTY CBEFFJCJENTS CALCULATJBNS CJF A F J L E  
2080C PARAMETER HAS BEEN CHANGED fT WILL PRBBABLY CAUSE A CHANGE J N  
2090C L J F E  TJMEt HENCE THE SENS.CBEF.=DELTA LJ.FE/DELTA PARAMETER) 
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CBNTRL C0NTJNUED 
21 00 CALL OPENFC 1 ~"S20") 
2510 RE~D<IJ)JNVARI<BASE(J)IJ=~J~AR) 
2120 CALL CLBSEFCI) 
2130 D@ 333 3 = 1 r 3 4  
2140 DELTA3XDATAC JJM)-BASE<J) 
21 50 JF CABSCDELTA>~GT=0~000OOl )G0T0 334 
2160 GBT0 333 
2170 334 JACK=I 
2180 GBTB 335 
2190 333 CBNTJNUE 
2200 335 DELTYMITYMEND-BASTJM 
2210 C0EFF=DELTJM/DELTA 
2220 PRJNT 336r JACKICBEFF 
2230 336 FBRMAT</" CHANGJNG THE MEMBER N0. " ~ 1 3 ~  
2240&'' 0F THE XDATA ARRAY'*/*'G JVES * * J  F 12 0 4 r  /'* AS THE 
2250& SENSJTJVJTY CBEFFJCJENT <DEL LJFE/DEL X ) " )  
2260 JFCNCACM) oNE.20)GBTB 399 
2270 366 C0NfJNUE 
2280 'dRITEC4r ),TIMEND 
2290 CALL CLBSEF(4r "BASDAT") 
2300 399 C0NTJNUE 
2310 IF<KSYSOEQ.O)G~T~ 83 
2320 PRJNTJ t 2  
2330 PRJNT 2016, 
2340 PRJNT 2 0 0 4 ~  ( X D A T A < J J M ) J ~ = ~ ~ J ~ $ )  
2350 E004 FBRMAT(SF14.6) 
2360 2016 FBRMATC" TBUTLT C0REDT 
2370 83 CBNTJNUZ 
2380 G0T0 80 
2400 END 
23 90C END SUPER-L00P 
PREACT" 1 
AI-AEC- 13098 
3 3  
- 1 -  
REX 
3 0 0 0 0  SUBRBUTJNE 
3001 0 REAL TN< 1 I )rTCGC 1 I ) r  TFC 1 1  ) r T F S <  I 1  )rTCC 1 I 18 
30020& TJNXC2I IrPHfA(1 11, 
30030Q 
30040& rH3L(21 )rDUMMY<25)rTGSCI I > 





30 1 OO& 
301 10& 
301 20& 
301 30& EBTF(Il)rTNAK<ll)rDTGP(ll)r~ZR(2S) 






30200 GAPrDUMMY ( 1 
30210C RADJAL GAP JN MJLS 
30220 BBLRHB=DUMMY(B) 




30270 KPTtDUMMY C 5 ) 
30280C -1/0/1/2+STANDARD/FULL/MJDJ/MJNJ PRJNT 
30290 BUZ+DUMMY<6) 
30300C C0RE AJERAGE BURNUPCMA/B> 
303 10 AMOtDUMMY(7) 
30320C J N f T J A L  AM(J) JN X.L. EXPRESSJBN BEL0W 
30330C 
30340 CALL 0PENF ( I r "AXDAT" ) 
30350 READCl r )ALJFErELNBrALENrAKWKGrDJACLrDJAFUrAZRrBSRCH 
30360C ALJFE: LJFE J N  YRS. 
30380C ALEN: FUEL ELEMENT LENGTH IN JNm 
REX<TINXr DELTXr PBWXr NXXr R H 0 r  T JMENDr H3Lr DUMMY) 
DELTX ( 2 1 ) I PBWX C 2 1 ) r TMX C 2 1 ) r BUX C 25 1 r BUM ( 2 I ) r RHB C 2 I ) 
CBMMBN P a r  ZADr &AD# AZRr ALJFr 0GPr Ci0LDr TFMXr TFnEI CBLr CELr AHLr 
A M I  AKI r A K 2 r  WHY, BSRCHr THNFr BTB0Lr BTE0Lr SADGr TCCEr SADTI tCT0 
SADHr TCHEr ZADCr ZADTr ZADHr GTHr AGLr CLTHr CGLI Z0Pr CCLDr ACBEFr 
AEXPr BUZr P0W JNTr T J N r  DELT 
rTCDGPCI 1 )rTJM<25)rTFUEL<I 1 ) r G ( l  I )rATFUC2S)rADCECS)r 
ADT ( 5 
BTCDGCI 1 )rBDTGP<I 1 )rBTFUE<I I )rEBTN<I 1 )rEQTCCI 1 )rEBDT<I 1 ) J  
r ADHE ( 5 1 r TBD( S ) 8 AM ( 1 0 1 r TPPK( 25 r PC 25 ) r BTNAC 1 1 1 a 
a 0SSW (25 ) r  BUSW (25 ) r  TJNZ(25)r DELTZ(25 ) r  PQWZC25 1 
r AM 1 C 2 5 1 r AM2 ( 25 1 r AM3 C 25 ) 
r TCLAD(25r 1 1 1 
r KPTr NJKr JSTPr NSTEPS 
30370C ELN0r I OF ELEMENTS 
303906 AKWKG: KWT/KG-U 
30400C DJACLr UNCBATED CLADDJNG JD JN J N o  
30410C DJAFUt FUEL MEAT DJA JN IN. 
30420C AZR: JNJTJAL H / Z R  
30430C BSRCHZ O/l=CALC* MAX. JNJTJAL H/ZR F0R ALL DELTA FUEL/BYPASS 
304406 
30460C CCLD CLAD D J F F o  CBNST. 
30470C ZBPZ LEo99fAD DEPENDS 0N AM0 FR0M S~FXLES/GT.99rLE.199~ 
30480C USE LINEAR AD (HErC€rT)/GT.l99~USE EXPBNENTJAL. TYPE AD 
30490C WHY? HYDRBGEN W0RTH Cf/*lNSUB HI 
c CLTHr CCLDr Z0PrWHYr NJK 
30450C CLTH: CLAD THJCKNESS JN MJLS 
AI-AEC - 13 09 8 
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REX CBNTJNUED 
30500C N3K: 011 =SQNZER-SWENS~N/SBDR CBRRELATJBN CNBT USED) 
305 1 O& 
30520C A K I ~ C G L J G T H I A K ~  ARE USED JN THE HYDRBGEM LBSS EQUATJBN BELBV: 
30530C H-L*~CBMST.*<AMCJ)*CCLD*SQRT(P)*EXPC~AKl/T SUB C)/CLTH+ 
305906 AGL*CGL*P*EXP<-AKB/T SUB C 1 /GTH) 
30550G J JS THE AXJAL TEMP. JNDEX 
30560& 
30570C AGCE CC0LD END)rADT<TUBE)rADHECH0T END); SEE t0P ABBVE 
30590& ~ T M X J T J M  
30600C TirlX: ARRAY OF OPERATJNG TJME STEPS 
30620& 
306301: AM( 1 )=ZAD+SADC 1 -EXP<DELTA TJME/TG) 
30640C THJS EQUATJ0N APPLJES F0R AMCI) AT THE C0LD END 
30650C (CE VALUES), AT THE TUBE CT)r AT THE H0T END <HE) AND USES 
30660C ZADI SADJ TC AT CE, HE, T 
30670& ~TNITCG~TFITFSITGSI~GPI BPTJAHARGJPHJA 
30680C TNI NAK C00LANT TEMP. 
30690C TCGX CLADIGLASS JNTERFACE TEMP. 
30700C TF: FUEL AVG. TEMP- 
3071OC TFS: FUEL SURFACE TEMP. 
J AKI J AGL, CGLJ GTHJ AK2 
a ADCEI ADTI ADHE, TBD 
30580C TED: TJME F0R Alj ARRAYS 
306lOC TJH: TJME ARRAY CMQRE DETAJLED AT BEGJNNSNG THAN TMX) 
I ZADC, SADCI TCCE, ZADTJ SADTJ TCT, ZADHI SADHI TCHE 
30720C 0GP: -I/O/l=CBMSTANT GAP/CALC.GAP/BPTJMJZES GAP VJTH 
307306 AMARGCBGLBW) AT E 0 L 
30740C OPTS O/I=PRJNT GAP C0NLY IF BGP.GE.O)/BYPASS 
30750C AMARG: USED ABBVE JN OGP 
30760C PHJA: AXJAL TEMP. DISTRTBUTJBN CBBTTBM T6 T0P) 
30770& a FPK, UBUKKI SMKJ BUMBMl a BWM0M2r PPBUK 
30780C THE PARAMETERS BEL@W ARE CBNSTANTS JN THE FBLLOVJNG 
30790C REACTJVJTY L0SS EQUATJOINS: 
30800C FJSSJBN PRBDUCTSCJ)=FPK*BURNUP<J) 
30810C U BURNBUT<J)=UBUKK*BURNUPCI) 
30820C SAMARJUM(J)~SMKO*(I-EXPCEURNUPCJ)*SMK~) 
30830C PREPQJSBN BUCJ)~PPBUK*<FRACI*EXP(~BW~~PCJ)*BU~0MI*2l9.05) 
30840C +fRAC2*EXP(-BURNUP(J~*BUM0M2*219*05))8 WHERE 
30850C 219.05 JS A UNJTS CBNVERSJBN F A C T ~ R I  JNDJCES 1 AND 2 
30870& J FRAC 18 FRAC2r TDEFKJ XENBNK, HRDK, PDEFKI SMKO 
30860C REFER T0 THE TWB PBJSBNS JN THE REACTBR 
30880C XENBNCJ)=XENBNK*PBWERCJ) 
30890C TEMPERATURE DEFEGT<J)=fDEFK*TEMPCJ) 
30900C P0WER DEF-CJ)=PDEFK*PBWERCJ) 
3091OC H DEF.<J)aHRDK*PBWERCJ) 
30920C THE JNDEX J REFERS T0 THE TIME STEPS 
30930 CALL CLBSEFC 1 ) 
309406 
30950 NSTEPS=NXX 
30960 GPILD=GAP*I 0 0 0 .  
30970 P0W J NTtO 
30980 ~UZ~BUZ/C110.*8766-*5) 
30982 PBWXXtPBWXC21) 
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REX C BNT J NUED 
30983 DGLTXX=DELTX<BI) 
30984 TJNXX-TJNXC21) 
30990 CALL TEMPS(GAPJALJFE,DJAFUJDJACLJELN~,ALENIPHYA~ 
3100Odt T J N X J D E L T X J P B W X J T M X J P B W I B U X I T N I T C G I T F . T F R G )  
3 1 0 1 O C  USES TJNsTBUT TB FJND AXJAL TEMPERATURE DJSTRJBUTJBNS 
31 020 JF(BSRCHeGT*O) GO T0 12 
31 030 AZZ=AZR 
31 040 TMMMF =TMNF 
31 050 ATFUEL=ATFU( I 1 
3107OC FJNDS H/ZR 
31 080 AZR=AZZ 
31090 12 CBNTJNUE 
31 1 OOC 
3112OC HYIjRaGEM LQSS CALCULATJBNS 
31 130 CALL BETABN(3STP) 
31140C BETA BGUNDARY CALCULATJBNS 
31 150 GGP=GAP*I 0 0 0 0  
31 160C 
31170 H%L(I )=O 
31 I80 BUMCl ) = O * O  
31190 TJNXCI )=TJNZCl> 
31200 DELTXC 1 )=DELTZC I )  
31210 PBWX< 1 )=PBWZC I )  
31230 JJ=KK+2 
31 240 H2L< KK) =HYL (J J 1 
31 250 BUMCKK)=BUX(JJ) 
31 260 TJNXCKK)=TTNZ(JJ) 
31270 DELTX<KK)=DELTZ<JJ) 
31280 PBWX( KK> =P0W Z (35 1 
31290 45 CBNTJNUE 
31300 TJNX(21 >=TJNXX 
31 301 DELTXCBI )=DELTXX 
31 302 PBWX(21 )=PBWXX 
31 320 H3L(LL)=H2L(LL) 
31330 48 CBNTINUE 
31 340c 
31 350 CALL XPLBDE(T JNXJ DELTXJTMXIBUMJPBWXIRH~JTJMENDJB~LRHB 
31 360& JFPKJUBUKKJ SMKJBUMOMI J ~ U M B M ~ J P P B U K  
31 370& JFRACI,FRAC~JTDEFKJXEN@NKJHRDKIPDE~KI SMKO 
31 060 CALL BNDHZR(BEZRJAZZJATFUELJ TMMMF 1 
31 110 CALL BHLQSSCAL JFEJ ELNP~JALENJ DJACL, AHLBS, DJAFUIAMO) 
31220 D@ 45 K K t 2 r 2 1  
31310 D0 48 LL=lrOl 
31380& ) 
3139OC BALANCES REACTJVJTJESJFJNDS EOL TJME CVHEN SUM 0F REACTJVYTJES 
31400C EQUALS Z E R Q )  
31420 JMZ=JSTP+I 
31 430 JPl JN=JSTP 
31440 JMAX= JSTP 
31410 JF(KPT*LT*O)GBT0 47 
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REX C. BNT J NUED 
31 450 JFCKPToLT. 1 )  J M J N s 1  
31 460 PRJNT 31, 
31470 31 FGRMAT(2Xr L'TJME*'~2Xr"T JN"s2Xr"DEL T--r2XrW'P0W'*r3X~ 
394808 "M k % " J  3Xr"TSWEL"r2Xr"8~r SLT"~~XJ'!&U SW"JUAB "t iA~+*)  
31490 
3 0 5008 
31 5 1 0 32 
35 520 
31530 33 F a R M A T ( 3 6 r 2 0 X ~ F 8 0 4 r 6 X 1 3 F 8 . 9 )  
39 540 PRJNTr 
31 550 PRJNT 858 
39 560 
31 5 7 0 8  
3S 580 
31 5 9 0  85 F~RMATC~X~'*TJME"J 3Xr"H/ZR"r 2x1 "AV TF"J 2x1 '*PRESS"# 
31 600& 4x1 "CC/HR"r 2 x J  **S H L0SS"r 2x1 "AD1 * * r  5x8 "AD2"r 5x1 "AD3" 




31650 JFCKPT.GT.0) G 0  T0 74 
31 660 PR J NTr 
31670 PRJNT 76 
31 680 
31690 PR JNTr 
31 700 PRJNT 7 6  
31710 
31 720 PR J NTr 
31 730  PRJNT 76 
31 740 
31 750 7 6  F BRMAT ( 5 x 1  "TNAK"r 2x1 "CLAD/GL"r 3 x 1  "GAP DT*'r 3xJ "AVG FU" ) 
31760 77 F0RMATC 4 F 9 . 2 )  
31770 74 CBNTJNUE 
31 780C 
PR J NT 32 J <TIM (3) J T 1 NZC d )  J DELTZ CJ )I PBWZC J 
TSWELL ( J  1 r 0SSV CJ 1, BUSWC J ) r  G00LC J )I JsJM J NI JMAX 1 
FBRMATC J 6 r  F6 I I 2F7 1 J F 8  04rF6 l r 3 F 8  04) 
PR J NT 
I BUXC J) r 
33 J T J M C JMZ r BUX C JMZ 1, 0SSW C JMZ 1 J BUSVC JMZ 1 r G BBL C J M Z  ) 
PR J NT 
AM1 C J 1 r AM2CJ 1r AM3CJ 13 J=JMINr JMAX) 
PizY NT 
86, C T JM (3 1 r AHZR CJ) J ATFU C J 
8 7 ,  T J M (  J M Z  ) r  AHZRC JMZ ) a  PC JHZ ) r  HYLC JMZ 1 
r PC J 1, HRCC (J 1 r HYL C J a 
87 F BRMATC J6rF8 04r 6 x 1  F9. 5 r  9XrF6 2 )  
PRJNT 77, CBTNAC J > r  BTCDGC J 1rBDTGPC J ) r  ETFUEC J ) J J t l r  1 I ) 
PR JNT 77, CEBTNC J 1 1  E0TCC J ) r  E0DTC J ) r  EBTFC J ) r  Y = l  r 1 1 
PRJNT 77. (TNAKC J r TCDGPC J 1 J DTGPC 1 > r  "FUEL C 1 J = l  J 1 1 
31 790 PRSNTr 
31 G O O  
3181 OS, 
31 8 Z O &  BTBBLrTPPKC 1 )~ETEBLITPPKCJSTP) 
31830& ~ A K ~ ~ C L T H J A G L ~ C G L ~ A K ~  
31840& 0CCLD 
3 I 65 0 3 5 F ORMAT C 





31 91 08 
3 1 9208 
31 930& / J X ~ * * W ~ R C $ / N H ) * * ~ ~ X I " B B L  BT*'r2Xr**B0L TMAX"J~XI'*EBL B f  EBL TMAX"J 
PRJNT 
DJACLJ TFMXr TFMEr C B L ~ A H L ~ G Q L D ~ A H L ~ S J A Z R ~  ZOPIEADIP~~WHYI 
35, P0Wr ALJFEr BUXC J M Z ) r  T JNJ DELTr ELN0r GGPJ ALENr DJAFUr 
5x8 "P 0WER'*r 2x1 "L J FE C YR '*a 2x1 "BU C MA/0 ) *'a 5x1 
4 X r  "ELM * TS"r 7x1 "GAP**# 4x1 "LENGTH"J 2x1 "DJA FUEL*'J 
2x1  **D JA 
4Xr"TFMX: O"r 4x8 '*TF t68L"r 2x1 "CC/HRCO)", ~XI'*H/ZR~E~L*'J 
6X+'*L JFE"/2F 1002r  2F 10.4, F 10021  
1 XJ "H 
2x1 "PBC PS JA>'* /F I O 02, F I O 3r 2F 1 O S J F I O 02 
CLAD'*/F 1 0 Or 2F 1 0 0 2 r 2 F  1 0.41 
L@SSC$ ) * * I  3x1 **H/ZRC 0 ) " r  3x1 *'ADCEND)*'r 2x1 "AD<TUBE)*'r 
31940& /F1003r4FI002/4Xr**Q CLAD"~~XI"CLAD TH"r2Xa"GLASS AG"r 
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REX C 0NT J W E D  
31 950& I X J  '*GLASS C@N**r 3x1 **Q GLASS"/ 
31 960& 
31 9708 2x1 "CLAD C0N'*/F 1 0 o/ ) 
F 1 0 0, F 10 1 r F  1 0.4, F 10.5, F 1 0 O/ 
31 980C 
31990 47 CBNTJNUE 
32000 LUMP-3 +NSTEPS 
32010 PRJNT 1 9 8 ~  
32020 D0 101 J=lrLUMP 
32030 TJMPAN=TJM<J)/8766. 
32040 101 PRINT I 99, TIMPANI BUXC J) J 0SSW (J) J BUSWC J) J GBIBLCJ) J PCJ) 
32050 PRJNT 197, 
32060 D@ 102 JzlrLUMP 
32070 TJMPAN=TJM<J)/8766. 
32090 199 FBRMAT(F6.8rSF9.4) 
32100 196 F B R M A T C F 6 . 2 r F 9 . l r F 9 . 4 r F 9 . 1 )  
32080 1 02 PR JNT 1 96, T JMPANJ TSWELL C J) J AHZR< Jl J ATFU C J) 
32110 198 F0RMAT(/'* TJME MA X OFFSET BU SV GAP 
32120 197 FQRMAT(/" TJME TSWELL H/ZR AV TF") 
32 130 GAP@= 1 
32 I 40 
32 160C SPEC IF JED GAP VALUE 1 
32 1 70 PR JNT 3001, GAP@, GAPT JM 
32180 3001 FBRMATC/**TJME CVHEN THE GAP IS " ~ F 1 0 ~ 1 ~ "  1 = "rF10.2) 
CALL F J NDGA C G fZ0L J LBGGJ T J M J  M 1 T I  LUMP, GAPT J MJ GAP0 1 
32I50C EXTRAPaLATES T0 FJND THE TIME WHEN THE GAP = GAP0 <SBME 
32190 RETURN 
32200 END 
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P 0V J NTz 0 0 
BUXC I )=O 
DE 17 J = l r l l  
GC J)=GAP 
C 0NT Y NUE 
ALJFsAL J F E l r 8 7 6 6 .  
TTJM=TJMCJSTEP) 







TJN=FUNCTl CTMXI TJNXI NLIFEITTJM, NLQC, 1 1 
DELT=FUNCTl C TMXI DELTXI NL JFEI TT M I  N L ~ C I  1 1 




AK7dFTsPaW * 12 /C ELNB*ALEN ) 
TFM=Oo 
TNAK( 1 )=TJN 
DMP = 0*9752/DJACL 
G M P  = GC I )*DMP/0.0067 
AKWMP=AKVFT*85 * I 6 0  / C 9 5 .  *12. ) 
TCDGPCl)~TJN*CTCG(l)-TN~l))*AKWMF*DMP 
TCLADC JSTEPI 1 )=TCDGP( 1 ) 
DTGPCl)=CTFSCl)-TGS<l))*AKWflP*GMP 
DTGL=CTGSCl)-TCG<I))*AKWMP*DMP 
TFUEL(1 )=TCDGP(I)+DTGPCI)+(TFCl )-TFSCl>)*AKWMP+DTGL 
TMNF=TCDGPC 1 )*DTGPC 13+DTGL 
DTM=DELT/BOo 
D@ 10 J=2r 1 1  
TNAK(J)=CTN<J)-TNCJ-l))*DTM~.TNAKCJol) 
TCDGPCJ)=TNAKCJ>+CTCGCJ)-TNCJ))*AKWMP*DMP 
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REX C 0NT J NUED 
32950 10 CPINTJNUE 
32 96 OC 
32970 AT=TFUELCl)+TFUEL(II) 
32980 KST= I 
32990 D0 20 f = 2 r  10 
33000 AT =AT+TFUEL( J )*2* 
3301 0 
33020 JFCTFUELC J )*LT*TFM) G 0  T0 20 
TFMsAMAXI (TFMJ TFUEL( J 1 )  
33030 KST=KST+I 




33080 JF<JSTEP.EQ* 1 )TFMX=TFM 
33090 JFCJSTEP.NE.1 l e 0  T0 59 
33 I ooc 
331 10 D@ 5 9  J J = l r l l  
331 20 BTNA<JJ)=TNAKCJJ) 
33130 BTCDG C J J 1 =TCDGP ( J J) 
33 I40 BDTGP(JJ)=DTGP<JJ) 
331 50 BTFUE(JJ)=TFUEL(JJ) 
33160 59 CBNTJNUE 
33170 JF<JSTEP*NEmIO)G0 T0 68 
33 18OC 





33240 68 CBNTYNUE 
33250C 
E0TCC J J)=TCDGP( I J) 
EBTF C JJ 1 +TFUEL< J J 1 
33260 CALL GAG( ~ P T J  JSTEPJGGJGPJ BUX(JSTEP7) J DIAFUJAMARGJPHJA) 
33270C FJNDS THE GAP BETWEEN CLAD AND FUEL. 
33290 JF(0GP.LT.O)GB T0 16 
33300 JFCTJM(JST&P)oLT.ALJF)GB T0 99 
33310 JF(GG.NE.GPIG0 T0 98 
33280 JSTPtJSTEP-I 








334lOC HYDRBGEN LBSS RBUTJNE 
33420 DIMENSJBN TC(I0) 
33430 CQMMBN P0r ZADIEADIAZRJALJFJ 0GPa G~LDJTFMXITFMEJCBL~CELIAHLI 
334406 AKAJAKI J A K ~ J W ~ Y J B S R C H J T M N P I B T B ~ L ~ B T E ~ L J  SADCITCCEI SADTJTCTJ 
33400 SUBRBUT JNE BHLBSS (ALJFEJ E L N ~ J  ALENJ D f  ACLz AHLBSJ D J ~ U I A M O )  
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ZPIP=AM( 1 ) 
EAG=AM C 2 1 
AHZRC 1 )=AZR 
BKD=CGLD/(CLTH*Oo0254) 
A R E A = A L E N * ~ O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * D ~ A C L * ~ O S ~ * * ~ * O O I  
W O;RH=WHY/ 028 7 
CCELMs22 04E03*6 03E22*007854*160 39*ALEN*DJAFU**2/( 1 81 *6 0023E23 1 
CCELM=CCELM/2 
I jBLCC =VQRH/CCELM 
CCzG.0 
D N H z O  0 
AT=ATFU(1>+459.7 
PC 1 >=FPRES<AZRaAT) 
P0=P(I )*I40696 
JFCZADoGTo199o)G@ T0 70 
JFCZADoGTo99o)G0 TB 22 
28 CGNTJNUE 
ALJF=UJFE*8766o 










HYLC 1 ) = O  
HYL ( 2 1 =DLBS 
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J F C T J M < J + I  ).EQ*ALLF)GQ 7’0 31 
J=J+ 1 
GB T0 87 


















AM< 1 O)=ADHE(JKD-I )+SH*TMKD 
TMM=OoS*(TJM(J+I )+TJM(J)) 
D a  7 6  JJL=3J9 
JF(J.EQ*J)GB T0 28 
JF(TBD<JKD)*GT.TJM<J*I JIG0 T0 13 
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REX C0NT JNUED 
34450 AMI<J)=AMCl) 
34460 AM2 < J) =AM (2  1 
34470 AM3CJ)=Aii(IO) 
34490 27 AM<JJL)=AMC2) 
345 1 0 G 0  T0 29 
34520 31 CBNTfNUE 
34530 AHZRCJ+I )dLHZR<J)-CC/CCELM 
34540 AZR=AHZR< J+l 1 
34550 PC 3+1 )=FPRESCAZRJAT) 









34650 SUBR0UTJNE BETABNCJJST) 
346706 AKAJAKI ~ A K ~ J W H Y I B S R C H J T M N F J B T B B L I B T E B L I S A ~ C J T C C E ~  SADTJTCTI 
34480 DO 27 JILs3.9 
34500 fF<J.EQ* I ) G 0  T0 28 










34770& rTCLADC25r 1 1  1 
347806r 
34790 F B E T A < Z ) ~ 1 6 1 5 ~ 9 7 + 8 9 * 9 7 4 7 ~ C ~ 0 G C Z ~ ~ + 3 * ~ 8 l O * C ~ 0 G < Z ~ ~ * * 2  
34800& +0.13459*<ALBGCZ) )**3 
SADHJ TCHEr ZADCr ZADTI ZADHJ GTHJAGLJ CLTHJCGLI z0PJ CCLDJACBEFJ 
JTCDGPC 1 I )rTJM<25)rTFUEL<I 1 ) r G < l l  )JATFU<~S)JADCECS)J 
ADT C 5 > J ADHE C 5 )J TBDC 5 1, AM< 1 0 )  I TPPKC 25 > J PC 25)  J BTNA( 1 1 )J 
BTCDG < 1 1 )JBDTGP< 1 1 11 BTFUEC I 1 )rEBTN< 1 I )rEBTC< I I )J EPIDTC I I 1 J 
E 0TF C 1 1 ) J TNAKC 1 1 1 J DTGP C 1 1 1 J W Z R  ( 2 5 ) 
J H ~ L ( ~  1 )rHYL<25 )rHRCC (25 ) J TSWELLC25) J m " 3  1 
J Bss'd ( 2 5  > J Busw (25 ) a  (25 ) r  DELTZ< 25 J Pmzc25 3 
J A M ]  (25) J AM2C25 ) r A M 3 < 2 5 )  




34840 JF<BTBBL*LE*TPPK<I >)GB T0 5 
34850 6 KtJSTP-I 
34870 JD=J 
34880 BTP=FBETA<PCI)) 
34890 JFCBTP.LEoTPPK< J 1 ) G 0  T0 17 
34900 14 CBNTJNUE 
3491 0 26 TFELoTPPKC JSTP) 
34920 JF<BTEBL*LE*TFEL)GB T0 9 
34930 G O  T0 2 
34940 S PRJNT ~ ~ ~ T J M < ~ ) ~ B T B B L J T P P K < ] )  
34860 D0 14 1 = 2 J K  
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REX CBNTJNUED 
34950 G 0  TPI 6 
34960 17 PRJNT 22rTJMCID)rBTPaTPPKCJD) 
3U970 G 0  T0 26 
34980 9 PRJNT ~~~TJMCJSTP)~BTE~LJTPPKCJSTP) 
34990 G 0  T0 2 
35000 22 FPIRMATC "CAUTJBN!! BETA PHASE FUEL HAS 0CCURRED AT TJME"J 
35010& F8.1  J "  HBURSm"/"BETA FUEL TEMPERATURE JS "~F8.2, /"BUT PEAK 
35020& FUEL TEMPERATURE rs ~*~~8.2/) 
35030 2 RETURN 
35040 END 
35 OSOC 
35 06 OC 
35070C 
35080 SUBRaUTJNE XPLBDECTJNXIDELTXJTMXIBUM~ PBWXJRH~~TJMENDIBBLRHB 
35090& JFPKIUBUKKI SMKaBUMPIMl rBUMBM2rPPBUK 
35100& I F R A C I , F R A C ~ J T D E F K I X E N @ N K , H R D K I P D E F K J S M K O  
35110& 1 
35 I20C 




35170& ITCDGPC~~)JTJMC~S)JTFUELCI~>,GCI I )rATFUC25>rADCECS)r 
35 1806; 
3519081 B T C D G ( ~ ~ ) ~ B P T G P C I ~ ) J B T F U E C ~ ~ ) ~ E ~ T N C ~ ~ ) J E ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ) J ~ ~ D ~ ~ ~ ~ ) J  
35%00& 
352 1 O& 
35220& 
35230& 
35240& rTCLAD(25r 1 1  
35250& 
352606 
35270 DJMENSJON FPC21 )rUBUC21 IrSMC21 )rPPBU(2I lrTBARC21 )J 
35280& TDEFCBI )rXEN@NC2! )rHRD<21 )rPDEFC21 )rRLBSS<21 )rRH0(21) 
352908 J TMXC2 1 
35300& J BHRC21 ),XMTC21) 
353 I oc 
35320 D 0  1 J ~ l r 2 1  
35330 FPCJ)=BUMCJ)*FPK 
35340 UBUCf)=BUMCJ)*UBUKK 
AKA, AKl rAK2r WHY, BSRCHJ TMNFJ BTBBL. BTEBL, SADCJ TCCEJ SADTI TCTI 
SADHI TCHEI ZADCJ ZADTI ZADHI GTHIAGLJ CLTHICGLJ ZBP, CGLDJACBEFI 
AEXPJ EUZJ PBW JNTJ T J NJ DELT 
ADTCS 1 JADHEC 5 1 J TBDC 5 ),AM< 10) J TPPKC25), PC25 ) J BTNA< 1 I ) a  
EBTFC 1 I )JTNAKC 1 1  ) J DTGPC 1 1 )rAHZRC25) 
J H2L<2 1 )rHYLC25 ) J HRCC (25 1, TSWELLC25) J G 0 0 "  
J 0sswc25) J B U S W < ~ ~ ) J T ~ N Z C ~ ~ )  J DELTZ(25)r P@wzc25) 
JAM] C 25 ),AM2 ( 2 5  ) J AM3 (25) 
J KPTI NJKJ JSTPJ NSTEPS 
J DELTXc 2 1 J BUM c 2 1 J PBWx c 2 I ) J f 1 NX< 2 1 ) 
35350 SMCJ)=SMKO*CI*-EXP(BUMCJ)/SMK)) 
35360 PPBUCJ)+PPBUK*CFRAC1*EXPC~~~M(J)*219.05*BUM~Ml)+ 








XENBNC J )=P0WXC J )*XEN@NK 
HRDC J )=P0WXC J )+HRDK 
XENJBNC J )+HRDC J )+PDEF< J )  
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REX CPINTINUED 
35450 RH0( J )=BBLRH@-RL0SS(I ) 
35460 1 CBNTJNUE 
35470 NLGC=O 
35U80 VALUESO 
35490 L J F E = l  +NSTEPS 
35500C 
35510 D0 5 JPl121 
35520 J 12~22-J 
35530 
3SSUO 5 XMT<J)=TMX(JI2) 
@HR< J ) = R H 0 <  J I2 1 
355 5 0  
35560 T JMENDsT JMEND/8766 
35570C 
35580 JFCKPT.LT.0) G 0  T@ 78 
35590 PRJNT 77, TJMEND 
35600 7 7 P ORMAT< "EQL 
356 IO PRJNT 20, 
35620 De 2 1 = 1 r 2 1  
35630 2 PRJ NT 1 01 FPC J ) a  UBUC 3 ) J SMC J 1 J PPBUC J 
35640& 
35650 10 FPIRMAT(1 IF6.2) 
T JMENDsFUNCT 1 ( ~ H R J  XMTI L J FEI VALUEJ NL ~ C I  2 1 
C YRS )"J 3x1 F 1 0 3 1 
H2L< J 1 J TDEF C J 11 XENBNC I )a 
HRD ( J ) I PDEF ( P 1, RLBS S C J 1 RH 0 ( J 1 
35660 20 FBRMATC 
356706; '' FP UBU SM PP0J H2L 
356806c TDEF XEN0N HRD PDEF RL0SS RH0") 
35690 78 CBNTJNUE 
35 7 00 RETURN 




35760C CALCULATES GAP AND OTHER FUEL SWELLJNG CHARACTERISTICS 
35750 SUBRBUTJNE G A G < ~ P T J J S T E P I G G J G P , ~ U J D ~ ~ U , A M A R G J P ~ J A )  
35770 CBMMPIN P0a ZAD, EADJAZRIALJFI ~GPIGBLDITFMXITPMEICBLICELJAHLI 
35780& AKAJAKI ~AK~J'~HY,SSRCHITMNFIBTB~L,~TE~LJ SADCJTGCEJ SADTJTCTJ 
35790& 
35800& AEXPJBUZIP~WJNTITJNIDELT 
35810& ~ T C D G P C ~ I ~ I T I M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T F U E L C I ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ I ~  )rATFU<BS)rADCE(S)r 
35820& 
358306 B ~ C D G < I ~ ) I ~ G T G P ~ ~ I ) I ~ T F U E ~ ~ ~ ) I ~ ~ T I ~ \ ~ ~ ) J ~ ~ T C C I ~ ~ I E ~ D T ~ I ~ ~ J  




358808 rTCLADC25, 1 1  ) 
35890& 
35900C 




SADHITCHEJ ZADC, ZADTI ZADHJ GTHJAGLICLTHI GGLJ ZBPICCLDIACBEFI 
ADT ( 5  1 J ADHE<S) J TBDC~)I AM< 1 O)rTPPKC25 ) a  P(25)r BTNA< 1 1 11 
I H2L( 2 I rHn( 25 J HRCc (25 ) a  TSW&LL< 25 )I G B 0 L  (23  
0SSW (25 ) BUSW(25 1 I TINZ(25 1 I DELTZC 25 ) I PBWZ< 25 1 
IAN] (25) J A M 2 < 2 5 )  J AM3 (25) 
J KPTJ NJKJ ~ S T P J  NSTEPS 
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REX C BNT J NUED 
35950 BUSWCI )=O 
35970 JGSTEP 
35980 JK=J+ I 
36000 82 GCJC)=GG 
35 96 0 G00LC1 )=GG*l000* 
35990 D0 82 J C = l r l l  
3601 0 JFCOGPoLT*O)G0 T0 10 
36020 JFCJSTEPoGTo1)GB T0 20 
36 03 0 D0 22 JA=lrll 
36040 22 A0FCJA)oOo 
36050 20 JFCTJMCJK) oGToAL?F)TJMCJK)=ALJF 
36060 AXPJ=CIo-EXPC-CTJMCJK)~TJM(J))/ALAM)) 
36070 D0 69 KsIr 1 1  
36080 AT=TFUEL<K) +459 7 
36090 ABFF=ACQEF*EXP<AEXP/AT) 
36 I00 DDV=CABFF-ABF C K) 1 *AXPJ 
36110 JF(0PToGToO)GB T0 7 
36 I20 JFCKmNEo7)GB T0 7 
36 130 PR TNTJ A0FF J A0F (K) 




36180 BNUP-3 02 I *ABU 
36190 IF CKoEQ 0 8 )  BUSWCJiI )nBNUP*DJAFU*So / 208  
36200 GR=CBWP+ABFCK> )*D~AFU*OoOI/208 
36210 
36220 GRR=GR/B 
36230 GMX=AMAXI CGMXr GRR) 
36240 JFCGRRoLToGG)G0 T0 81 
36250 GCK)=Oo 
JF C DDV .LE 0 ) DDV=O 
ABU=BU*PH J A ( K) * 1 45 A 0 F  C K) =ABF ( K)+DDV 
G C K) =G G-GR /2 
36260 81 CBNTJNUE 
36270 69 CBNTJNUE 
36280 TSWELLC J) =TFUELC 8 1 
36290 BSSWCJK)=A0FC8)*DJAFU*5./2.8 
36300 JFC0PToGToO)GO TB 1 1  
36310 PRINT 57r (GCK)rKe2r 1 1  1 
36320 57 FBRMATC 10F7.4) 
36330 I 1  CBNTJNUE 
36340 1FCTJMCJK)oLToALJF)GB TB 10 
36350 JFCBGPoLToI )00 T0 10 
36360 RG=GMX+AMARG 
36370 DfFtABS CGG-RG 1 
36380 JF(DJFoLTo0*00001 )G0 T0 10 
36390 GP=RG 
36400 10 JSTEPodK 
3641 0 OBLD=(GG-GMX)*1000* 





- 14 - 
REX C0NTJNUED 
36450 SUBRBUT JNE P J N D G A C G ~ ~ L ~ L B B G I  T JMs MJTa LUMPS GAPT J M a  GAP01 
36460C G00LCLUMP) JS THE %-ARRAYS TIM JS THE Y-ARRAY, SJNCE GBBL 
36470C IS JN DESCENDJNG 0RDERa HAVE T0 INVERT IT T0 L00G CALSB JNVERT 
36480C TJM T0 M J T ) *  GAPTJM JS THE CALCULATED TJME AT WHJCH GAPsGAPBe 
36490 RE& G~~L<LUMP)~L~~GCLUMP)JTJMCLUMP)JMJT<LU~P) 
36500 D0 I J S~JLUMP 
365 I 0 JsLUMP- J + 1 
36520 L0@G<J)=GBBL< J 1 
36530 I MJT<J)=TJMCJ) 
36540 NLBC=O 






- 1 -  
BNDHZR 
40000 SUBRBUTJNE BNDHZR<BBZRIAZZIATFUELI TMMMF) 
40005 CBMMBN D U f l D U M C 9 3 3 ) r  JBUM(4) 
4001 0 FBP<Y~~Io434E~IO*EXPCo0~806*Y~ 
40020 FP~ES(X,AT)~EXPC-8o8455+88o~9Ol*X~78.896l*X**2+21.373l*X**3) 
40030& *EXPCC-l2o972+907707*X~204984*X**2~*1*OEO4/AT) 
40040 ADD= 0 1 
40050 AZZR=:AZZ 
40060 3 CONTINUE 
40070 AT=ATFUEL+459o? 
40080 
40090 JF(AZZRoGT*1.7)GB T@ 6 
P1 =FPRES CAZZR, AT 1 
401 00 BZR=AZZR+ADD 
401 10 G0 T6 7 
401 20 6 BZR-AZZR-ADD 
40130 7 P2=FPRESCBZRaAT) 
40140 A = ( A Z Z R - B Z R ) / ( A L Q G ( P I ) - A L B G < P 2 ) )  
401 50 B=AZZR-A*ALBGCPl) 
401 60 
401 70 BHZR=AZZII 
401 80 AZZR=A*ALGG(BP)+B 
401 90 DJF=BHZR-AZZR 
BP=FBP ( TMMMF ) 
40200 JFCDJF oLToO.O)DJF=-DJF 
4021 0 JFCDJF.LT*OoOOl )G0 T0 4 
40220 ADD=ADD* 02 
40230 G 0  T5 3 






1 I 020c 
1 1  030C 
1 1  orroc 
1 1  osoc 
I 1  060C 
1 1  070C 




FEBRUARY 4r I972 
TW0-DJMENSJaNAL LAGRANGJAN JNTERPBLATJBN RBUTJNE 
XI = FJRST AGSCJSSA ARRAY 
X 2  = SEC0NIj ABSCISSA ARrZAY 
2 = TW0-DJMENSTBNAL BRDJNATE ARRAY 
NPl = LENGTH BF X I  ARRAY 
NP2= LENGTH OF X2 ARRAY 
LPI= T0TAL FJRST DJMENSJONAL STQRAGE FOR Z ARRAY 
(MUST BE JN ASCENDING ORDER IN ARRAY) 
(MUST BE JN ASCENDJNG BRDER IN ARRAY) 
AI-AEC- 13098 
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1 1  160C 
I 1  I70C 
1 1  1 8 O C  




1 1  230 
11240 
1 1  250 
11260 
1 1  270 
1 1  280c 
11290 
1 1  300 
11310 
I 1  320 
1 I330 
1 1  340 
1 1  350 
f 1360 
I 1  370c 
5 1380c 
I 1  390c 
1 1400 
11410 
1 1  420c 
I I430 
11440 
1 1  450 









1 1  550 
I1560 
1 I570 




XP1= VALUE 0F FIRST ABSCJSSA F0R JNTERPBLATIBN 
XP2= VALUE 0F SEC0ND ABSCJSSA F 0 R  JNTERPBLATJBN 
IS REMEMBERS PLACE JN TABLE CHUST BE SET &QUAL 
T0 ZER0 BEFBRE F JRST CALL T0 FUNCTY ON) 
JC CBNTRBLS JNTERPBLATJBN METH0Dr 
= 1 FBR LJNEAR JNTERPBLATJBN 
* 2 F0R LAGRANGJAN JNTERPBLATIBN 
FUNCTB SET TO CBRRESPBNDJNG BRDJNATE VALUE 
CFUNCT2 WJLL EXTRAPBLATE) 
DJMENSJBN XI ( 1  )rX2<1 )rZCLPIrNP2)rY(BO) 








JFCNPI*LE*I) G0 T0 38 
NJNT=2 
NNSMAXOC 2 J NP 1 +2-N J NT 1 
XP=XPI 
NNI -2 
JFCJS*LE.I *OR*JS*GE*NPI) G 0  T0 102 
TEST WHJCH DJRECTJON 10 SEARCH - MUST FJND THE SMALLEST 
XI GREATER THAN XPI BUT WJTH J GREATER THAN I AND LESS 
THAN NPI COIR EQUAL TO NPI F0R LJNEAR JNTERPBLATJBN) 
IF<XP*LTeXI CNNL 1 )  G 0  TPI IO1 
1 5 
211 NNl=JS 
SEARCH UPWARD JN TABLE 
102 D@ 20 J-NNlrNN 
JFCXP*LE*XlCJ)) GI2 T 0  IO 
20 C0NTJNUE 
J =NN 
G@ T0 10 
SEARCH DPIWNWARD JN TABLE 
J=NN1-3+1 
101 D0 21 d a 2 , N N I  
JFCXPoGToXI ( J)) G B  T0 I 1  
21 CBNTJNUE 
J = l  
I 1  J = J + 1  
10 S?AN=loOE-O6*XP 
NN=O 
DO 12 JsIrNJNT 
"1 p J +J-2 
EDCJ)=XP-XI CNNI ) 
JF(NN.EQ.0) G0 TQ 90 
12 JFCA6SCEDCJ))*LE*SPAN) NNSNNl 
AI-AEC-13098 
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JNTRP2 
1 1  620 
1 1  630 





1 1  690 
1 1  700 
11710 
1 1  720 
I 1  730 
1 1  740 
1 1  750 
1 1  760 
1 1  770 



































38 D0 40 KtlrNP2 
40 Y(K)=Z(NNrK) 
FUNCT2-FUNCT 1 (X2r Yr NP2r XP2r J. S 1 r J C 1 
G a  TG 80  
NNl = J *d-2 
90 E0 93 JtlrNJNT 
DG 92 K=l J NP2 
92 Y(K)=Z(NNI J K) 
YkCJ)=FUNCTl ( X ~ ~ Y J N P Z ~ X P ~ ~  J S l r  JC) 
93  Xk(J)=XlCNNI) 
NNl=3 
JSI=O 
J F ( W J NT LT .3 1 NM I -2 
FUNCTB=FUMCT 1 ( XAr YAI NN I r XPr 3 S 1 r IC 1 
RETURN 
END 
8 0  IS=J 
FUNCTJBN FUNCTI CXr-frNPsXPJr JSr JC) 
FEBRUARY 4, 1 9 / ~  
THREE PQINT LANGRANGJAN JNTERPBLATXBN 
BR 
TW @ P 0  JNT L J NEAR JNTERPPILAT J0N 
X f ABSCJSSA ARRAY 
Y = BRljJNATE ARRAY 
NP = LENGTH OF X & Y ARRAYS 
XPJ= VALUE OF ABSCJSSA FOR JNTERPBLATJBN 
JS REMEMBERS PLACE JN TABLE (MUST BE SET T0 
ZER0 BEFBRE FJRST CALL T0 FUNCTJQN) 
(MUST BE JN ASCENDING 0RDER JN ARRAY) 
JC CaNTRBLS JNTERPaLATJ0N METH0Dt 
= 1 F0R LJNEAR JNTERPBLATJBN 
= 2 FGR LAGRANGJAN JNTERPBLATJQN 
FUNCTl SET T0 CBRRESPaNDJNG ORDJNATE VALUE 
CFUNCTI VJLL EXTRAPBLATE) 
DIMENSJBN XC1)r Y ( 1  ED(3) 





JFCNP.LE.1) G 0  T0 38 
NJNT=2 
NNzMAXO ( 2, NP +2-N Y NT 1 
XP=XP J 
NNl=2 
TEST VHJCH DJRECTJOlN T0 SEARCH - MUST FYND THE SMALLEST 
JF(NP.GE.3 .AND. JC.GE.2) G0 T0 I5 
1 5 
JF(fS.LE.1 .BR* fS.GE*NP) G 0  T0 I02 
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X GREATER THAN XPa BUT WJTH J GREATER THAN 1 AND LESS 
THAN NB (0R EQUAL T8 NP F0R LJNEAR JNTERPBLATJBN) 
NNI=JS 
JF(XP.LT*XCNNI)) Ql0 T0 101 
SEARCH UPWAIiD JN TABLE 
D0 20 JtNNIaNN 
JF(XPaLE.XCJ)) G O  T0 10 
C0NTfNUE 
J =NN 
G @  TC3 10 
SEARCH DBWNWARD JN TABLE 
D0 21 Jt2rNNl 
J =NNl -J+ I 
JFCXP*GTaX<J)) G B  T0 1 1  
C 0NT 1 NUE 
J = l  
J = J + l  
JNTERPBLATE F0R FUNCTl IN Y-TABLE CBRRESPBNDJNG TB 
XP JN X-TABLE USJNG THREE PBJNT LAGRANGJAN 
J NTERPBLAT 1 GN SCHEME 
SPANS1 *OE-O6*XP 
NN=O 




JFCNN.EQ.0) G0 T0 90 
FUNCTI =YCNN) 
G 0  T0 80 
E12-XCJ-1 I-XCJ) 
FUNCTl=YCJ>-(YCJ)-YCJ-l))*E2/E12 
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AXDAT 
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- 2 -  
100 35J 
110 1 J  
J2G I J  
130 O O I J  
140 1 . J  
150 I J  
160 6 0 1 4 ~  
170 2380s 
190 2380~ 
180 O O l J  
200 O O 1 J  
210 1 O o J  
220 0 0 0 5 ~  
230 003576~ 
240 0 1 5 1 Y J  
250 0919J 
% 6 G  01 
2 7 0  * 3 J  
280 - . 0 4 r  









370 - I J  
380 0102, 
390 0 0 0 1 5 ~  
400 01 
410 12001 
420 Y O J  
430 1101 
440 I J  
AI-AEC- 13098 
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